
Differences of opinion can occur in a diverse academic and artistic community. SAIC offers a variety of tools
for conflict resolution to help students take responsibility for managing their conflicts early and respectfully.
The first step in managing most conflicts is for students to attempt to resolve their issues directly. This can

help students resolve a situation without escalating it and works best when students feel comfortable
navigating the conflict on their own.

If you have already attempted to resolve your conflict or are looking for additional assistance doing so, these
are a few approaches that may help you. If you’re not seeing something that you will work for you and want

to speak further, contact Mike Blackman, Assistant Dean of Student Affairs for Student Support and
Conflict Resolution at mblackman@saic.edu or 312.629.6725.

Students may want more direct assistance when 
navigating a conflict. Through guided conversation, 
staff members at SAIC can help students communicate 
with other students with whom they are in conflict. 
Guided Conversation can take different forms. Students 
may want a staff member to facilitate a conversation or 
act as an intermediary between them.

CONFLICT COACHING

When Does this Work?
This approach works best when students feel comfortable 
navigating the conflict on their own, but want assistance 
identifying or prioritizing goals regarding the conflict.

Students may want to resolve conflicts on their own, 
but want advice and feedback from someone who isn’t 
involved in the conflict. Students may meet with a staff 
member to help them talk through the conflict and 
navigate it independently. Staff can work with 
students to identify strategies for having difficult 
conversations.

Who Can Help?
In the residence halls, students should contact their RA 
or hall director. Outside of the residence halls, students 
should contact Mike Blackman.

Conflict resolution approaches are successful when all 
involved individuals are open to resolving the situation. 
Questions? Contact Mike Blackman.

Who Can Help?
Resident advisors (RAs) and hall directors can help 
students who live on campus navigate roommate 
conflicts. A directory of the RAs and hall directors can be 
found at saic.edu/life-at-saic/housing. 

Outside of the residence halls, students may contact 
Mike Blackman who will work with the student or 
connect them with resources on campus to assist.

GUIDED CONVERSATION

CONFLICT
RESOLUTION @ SAIC

When Does this Work?
This approach works best when students want to have a 
dialogue about the conflict, but may not feel 
comfortable doing so on their own.


